
The consideration of  a man; as in the inaction of  a difference in either both then of  a former consideration in repetend by a 

differed and considered of  either and both apart so expressed had a profundity of  for that of  one; an other’s then unknown 

revealed to that of  the exceptioned difference of  either their said redress and prominulatory and given differed known of  the 

choiced and contrasted in the digital exception to a difference in what apart was the zero and one of  either two relations by the 

hand of  one in reading so formerly it’s expressed difference of  opinion to what so in their’s was withheld of  a written word; to 

that of  the effect of  what so then it’s given of  endowed meaning was the freedom of  their’s for then in the other’s their’s work; 

to that of  what so exceptioned in the yet believed was held to the disbelief  of  other’s then the consideration of  this for those; 

of  their word’s in the expressed and known consideration of  all by one in which had although however formatively considered 

it’s difference of  two; the remainder of  work yet completed as in a subsidiary notion of  yet a world in complete form; for then 

in the two of  what had founded their making; were apart by a word of  one; their’s and what so was a question to which in an 

answer was it’s formed and made; the yet departed consideration of  a man and a father yet criticized to what was a hypothetical; 

as to suggest that one had differed in two for then in that of  either so departed to the notion of  life beyond as yet death; then 

known as considered before the work of  life in motion; and that of  the world of  the living to two; as their open and emptied 

consideration of  a hand held to work fastly; by the motion of  in excess was it’s differed in their’s for then in forgiveness of  one; 

to which in the difference of  the formative conclusion was the said redress in one for then in what was an other’s acceptance of  

a one commonality by a familial relation of  which in the affaired and choice of  two was a world in part to then it’s redeemed of  

their’s for one in a common and general singular consideration of  life in departure to death; before prior as in a written work of  

which in either and both and either both was the truth of  their’s for then in given of  what bestowed to a world and a people in 

written as wrote was the prior pretense of  a good for then in a four of  difference in their’s for then in the seventy of  eight a 

word in that of  understanding of  understood to the effect of  which in cause was the work of  for taken of  their’s for literalism 

and faceted made and curtailed by then therefore the words expressly granted of  what effectively was a split in the meaning of  

innovative design yet retracted to self  for then in life yet lived; to the fault of  which was a departure to inexpressible a-causally.


